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Objective: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is today one of the main causes of death and a�ects
spinal cord injured (SCI) earlier than able-bodied. Risk factors for CVD, such as decreased
glucose tolerance, insulin resistance and increased fat mass, are all reported among SCI
subjects and may be related to changes in sympathetic nervous system (SNS) function.
Methods: In order to test our hypothesis of a relationship between metabolic disturbances
and alterations in SNS function, glucose and adipose tissue metabolism was investigated by
the hyperinsulinaemic normoglycaemic clamp and microdialysis. Body composition was
determined by DEXA-scanning. The SNS function was evaluated in total body as well as
above and below lesion level by radiolabelled noradrenaline (NA) isotope dilution technique.
A 24 h continuous plasma-NA monitoring was performed in seven SCI subjects.
Results: Following an oral glucose load the SCI group demonstrated normal glucose
tolerance but impaired insulin sensitivity with a maximum insulin value of 83 mU.171 in SCI
compared to 50 in siblings, while adipose tissue metabolism was normal compared to siblings.
Fat tissue mass constituted 34% of body mass in SCI group compared to 21% in weight-
matched controls. Peripheral a�erent activation resulted in increased blood pressure, decreased
heart rate and reduction in muscle and skin blood ¯ow. Furthermore, lipolysis below lesion
level was activated by peripheral stimulation (89 ± 135 mmol.l71). The 24 h continuous
monitoring revealed p-NA levels 41.40 nmol.l71 su�cient to induce lipolysis in 20% of the
registrations. NA spillover below lesion level increased substantially following peripheral
a�erent stimulation (0.06 ± 0.90 pmol.min.71.100 g71), whereas spillover above lesion level
increased during central activation.
Conclusions: We found signs of decreased insulin sensitivity and increased fat tissue mass.
Peripheral activation of SNS was visualised in the SCI group by increased transmitter spillover
as well as increased lipolysis and vasoconstriction. The diurnal registration of NA levels
indicated frequent episodes of peripheral sympathetic activation in the group. This may
compensate for the inability of central activation of SNS and may contribute to maintain
lipolysis activity as well as to generate insulin resistance in the group
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Introduction

The expected survival following a spinal cord injury
(SCI) is today approximately 80 ± 85% of that in
similarly aged able-bodied.1 ± 3 An alteration in main
causes of death has occurred, the genito-urinary
diseases, accounting for half of the deaths in the late
1950s,4 now cause a quarter2 or less3 of the total
mortality, whereas cardiovascular (CVD) and respira-
tory diseases are now equally2,5 or more6 important as
primary death causes. We are facing a growing
population of ageing spinal cord injured subjects,
with a proposed increased prevalence7,8 and an earlier
onset of CVD.2

Well-known risk factors for CVD such as obesity,
impaired glucose tolerance, insulin resistance and

diabetes mellitus,9 ± 11 exist in SCI subjects. Obesity is
more prevalent in SCI12 than in able-bodied subjects
and even among non-obese SCI subjects, a higher fat
content than expected is found.13

Insulin resistance is strongly associated with CVD.9

In the insulin resistance condition the insulin e�ect in
liver and muscle cells is deteriorated and the inhibitory
e�ect on lipolysis is impaired. Increased insulin
secretion may compensate for the reduced sensitivity
to insulin action and blood glucose may thus be
normal, but at the cost of increased insulin secretion.

When trying to explain the relationship between
obesity/insulin resistance and cardiovascular morbidity
among able-bodied some interest has been focused on
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) activity. Associa-
tions between sympathetic activity and the degree of
obesity,14 fat mass15 weight gain15 carbohydrate
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intake16,17 and plasma insulin levels18 ± 20 are reported.
Furthermore, a b-adrenergic stimulation per se induces
an insulin resistance and a reduction of glucose uptake
in the muscles.21

Spinal cord injury results in varying degrees of
autonomic disturbances with e�ects also on metabolic
regulation. Hypoglycaemia among subjects with high
paraplegia and tetraplegia is accompanied by a
reduction in blood pressure, absent increase of p-
adrenaline22 and noradrenaline23 and lack of neuro-
glycopenic symptoms. In tetraplegic patients, mental
arousal, cold or pain stimuli above lesion level do not
cause any signi®cant cardiovascular response.24 How-
ever, somatosensory and visceral stimuli below lesion
level produce an increase in blood pressure and
decrease in muscle and skin perfusion below lesion
level24 and sometimes induce an exaggerated reaction,
the autonomic dysre¯exia (AD) reaction.25,26

In general, SCI subjects show a low sympathetic
activity. Thus, plasma noradrenaline (NA) and adrena-
line,27 the metabolites urinary 3-methoxy-4-hydroxy-
phenylethylglycol (MHPG), and vanillylmandelic acid
(VMA),28 as well as intraneurally recorded muscle29

and skin30 sympathetic nerve activity below lesion level,
are reported to be low in SCI subjects during baseline
conditions. During AD the plasma NA concentration
increases27 whereas microneurographic recordings,
surprisingly, exhibit a very limited sympathetic activa-
tion.29,30 When evaluating sympathetic function by
plasma NA determinations one must be aware that
approximately 10% of the released transmitter reaches
the circulation,31,32 the rest is subjected to neuronal and
extraneuronal uptake, and also the blood-borne NA
entering an organ is to a great extent being extracted.
By the steady-state infusion of radiolabelled NA it is
possible to evaluate the extraction and clearance of NA
from plasma. Regional as well as organ NA spillover
can be determined, thereby evaluating the di�erentiated
sympathetic outlet.

In conclusion, the main risk factors for CVD
prevalent in the SCI group are obesity, decreased
glucose tolerance and insulin resistance, maybe
associated with low HDL-cholesterol levels. These
factors suggest the signi®cance of the insulin resistance
syndrome as a risk for CVD also in SCI subjects. A
supposed lower sympathetic activity33 in the group
would increase insulin sensitivity since mobilisation of
FFA is increased during stress. The ®ndings of insulin
resistance in the group therefore seem contradictory
and deserve further investigation. A proper evaluation
of sympathetic function above and below lesion level
seems appropriate.

Aims

Against the background: CVD morbidity and mortality
increasingly important in SCI subjects; Insulin
resistance and obesity being the major risk factors for
CVD in SCI subjects; Insulin resistance reported to be
related to SNS activity; Sympathetic activity supposed

to be low in SCI subjects; investigations of metabolism
and sympathetic function in SCI subjects were
performed. We addressed the following questions:

(1) Does the SCI group exhibit insulin resistance?
(2) Does the SCI group exhibit a low sympathetic

activity?
(3) Does the peripheral activation of SNS play a role

in metabolic regulation?

Methods

Subjects
SCI subjects with lesion level C6-T4 were investigated.
The level of sympathetic disruption in SCI subjects was
established by a forced perspiration test based on the
characterisation of impaired sudomotor function in
SCI subjects.34,35 Body composition was investigated
by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA)-scan.36

The DEXA-scan measurements characterised regional
body composition in arm, leg, trunk and head. One
control group consisted of siblings in order to adjust
for heritage. Another control group consisted of
weight-, age- and sex-matched unrelated subjects.

Metabolism
An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was performed.
Insulin sensitivity was investigated by the hyperinsuli-
naemic normoglycaemic clamp technique.37 Hyperinsu-
linaemia was generated by an insulin infusion of
1 mU.kg71 body weight and glucose was infused to
maintain normoglycaemia (5 mmol.l71). For details of
methods see Karlsson et al.35

Subcutaneous adipose tissue metabolism was
investigated by microdialysis,38 performed in adipose
tissue above lesion level, in the clavicular region and
below lesion level, in the umbilical region. A thin
dialysis membrane was inserted into subcutaneous
adipose tissue. The membrane was connected to a
pump device, perfusing the system with a constant
¯ow rate. The dialysates were collected in vials and
changed every 10 or 15 min. The system was
calibrated individually in vivo. Lipolysis was studied
during oral glucose tolerance test, centrally mediated
sympathetic stimulations and induced autonomic
dysre¯exia. The microdialysis was combined with
adipose tissue blood ¯ow determinations by the
133Xenon-clearance methodology.39 For details of
methods see Karlsson et al.35,40,41

Biopsies of subcutaneous fat cells were accom-
plished above and below lesion level for estimation
of fat cell size42 and glucoregulatory hormones and
plasma lipoproteins were measured.

Sympathetic nervous system activity
Sympathetic activity was assessed by the radiotracer
dilution technique43 measuring total and regional NA
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spillover. NA spillover in the sympathetically decen-
tralised legs was compared to the centrally innervated
arm in SCI subjects and to able-bodied subjects, during
basal condition, centrally mediated sympathetic stimu-
lation (mental stress) and during peripheral a�erent
stimulation (bladder percussion). For details and
equations see Karlsson et al.44 Blood ¯ow was
investigated by venous occlusion strain gauge plethys-
mography in arm and leg. Skin perfusion in toe and
®nger was investigated by laser doppler ¯owmetry.

In order to get a diurnal estimation of sympathetic
activity in SCI subjects a continuous plasma nora-
drenaline monitoring during 24 h45 was performed.
For details see Karlsson et al.41

Results

Metabolism
Glucose tolerance, insulin sensitivity and adipose tissue
metabolism were evaluated in seven SCI subjects and
their siblings. OGTT revealed a normal glucose
tolerance but decreased insulin sensitivity in SCI
subjects compared to siblings (see Figure 1). The
hyperinsulinaemic normoglycaemic clamp, however,
showed similar insulin sensitivity in the groups (see
Table 1). Triglycerides, cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol as
well as the counter-regulatory hormones growth
hormone, glucagon and cortisol were similar in the
groups (see Table 2). Adrenaline increased during the
clamp in the sibling group.

Lipolytic rate was evaluated by microdialysis and
the interstitial glycerol release was measured and
found to be similar in the postabsorptive state in the
groups. There was no di�erence between clavicular
and umbilical regions within groups. Plasma insulin
and glycerol was higher in the SCI group during
postabsorptive state. Lipolysis was inhibited by the
oral glucose load to the same degree in both groups
and showed no regional di�erences.

During centrally mediated sympathetic stimulation
glycerol production was unaltered in the SCI group,
whereas it increased in the umbilical subcutaneous
adipose tissue in controls. However, there were no
signi®cant di�erences between the groups in level of
glycerol production in either region. P-glycerol, -FFA
and -insulin increased in the control group but
remained unaltered in the SCI group.

Bladder percussion was performed in eight SCI
subjects in order to induce a dysre¯exia reaction. The
stimulation was successful in ®ve subjects in whom
mean arterial pressure MAP rose (81+8 to
114+11 mmHg, P50.05), heart rate fell (70+3 to
54+4 beats.min71, P50.05) and p-NA increased
(0.70+0.49 to 3.27+1.56 nmol.171, P50.05). Blad-
der percussion activated lipolysis in subcutaneous
adipose tissue below lesion level but we found no
reaction above lesion level. The stimulation of lipolysis
was also demonstrated by an elevation of plasma
glycerol. (see Table 3). Plasma insulin levels also

increased following bladder percussion (8.6+1.3 vs
10.4+1.3 mU.l71, P50.05).

The 24-h continuous plasma NA-monitoring in
seven SCI subjects revealed a mean venous plasma
NA concentration of 1.04+0.03 nmol.l71. Further-
more, 20% of the 30-min samples showed NA levels
41.40 nmol. l71 (the plasma NA level where a control
group activated lipolysis by central sympathetic
activation, mental stress41).

The groups were weight matched but body
composition diverged substantially. Lean body mass
constituted only 60% of total weight in SCI subjects
compared to 75% in controls. Total fat content was

Figure 1 Oral glucose tolerance test. Insulin mU.l71 in SCI
group, ®lled symbols and siblings open symbols. Values are
mean+SEM

Table 1 Insulin sensitivity

SCI subjects Siblings P

Gluclose infusion rate
mg.kg71 min71

Gluscose production
mg.kg71 min71

Glucose delivery
mg.kg71 min71

4.37+0.7

0.47+0.47

5.13+0.71

5.20+0.6

0.40+0.20

5.78+0.34

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

Values are mean+SEM; n.s., not signi®cant

Table 2 Biochemical pro®le

SCI Controls

B-glucose mmol.l71

Insulin mU.l71

Triglycerides mmol.l71

Cholesterol mmol.l71

HDL mmol.l71

FFA mmol.l71

Growth hormone nmol.l71

Adrenaline nmol.l71

Noradrenaline nmol.l71

Glucagon pmol.l71

C-peptide nmol.l71

Cortisol nmol.l71

4.61+0.1
12.4+0.3
1.20+0.32
1.13+0.13
1.25+0.11
0.75+0.08
4.14+1.33

0.01+0.01
0.99+0.29
17.44+1.43
0.60+0.12
340.7+26.7

4.4+0.1
16.9+0.4
1.04+0.37
1.19+0.16
1.19+0.16
0.75+0.05
1.01+0.46
P50.05

0.13+0.07
1.53+0.36
16.54+0.85
0.53+0.05
367.3+47.5
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33.8+2.6% compared to 20.1+1.6%, respectively
(P50.01). See Table 4 for body composition. A fat
cell biopsy above and below lesion level showed
similar fat cell size in the groups.

Sympathetic function
Regional and total body NA spillover and NA
clearance were evaluated in nine SCI subjects and ten
control subjects, during basal conditions, centrally
mediated stimulation and in SCI subjects also during
peripheral a�erent stimulation.

MAP and heart rate were similar in SCI and control
subjects during baseline. Total body and regional NA
spillover, arterial NA concentrations and total body
and leg NA clearance showed no signi®cant di�erences
between the groups during resting, supine conditions
(see Table 5).

Centrally mediated SNS activation increased MAP
and heart rate in both groups. Heart rate was higher
in the SCI group than in controls during mental stress.
Vascular resistance decreased in arm but was unaltered
in leg among SCI subjects. Control subjects decreased
leg vascular resistance.

Total body NA spillover only showed a tendency to
increase in SCI subjects, whereas it increased
signi®cantly in control subjects. Arm NA spillover
increased in SCI group and was higher than in control
subjects. Leg NA spillover increased in control
subjects (see Table 5).

Bladder percussion in SCI subjects increased MAP
and leg vascular resistance and toe skin perfusion
decreased by 56%. Leg NA spillover increased 15-fold
during bladder stimulation and total body NA
spillover showed a tendency to increase (see Table 5).

Discussion

The SCI subjects displayed metabolic and body
composition alterations, such as insulin resistance and
an enlarged proportion of body fat, similar to those
found in obese individuals in spite of a normal body
weight in SCI subjects. Stimulation below lesion level
activated lipolysis. This may play a compensatory role
for the loss of central activation but a pathophysiolo-
gical role may also be suspected by contributing to
insulin resistance. Furthermore, the decentralised
sympathetic nerves were readily activated during
peripheral stimulation as revealed by a marked
increase in NA spillover below lesion level. Sympa-
thetic activity was similar to able-bodied during
resting, supine conditions, but was more readily
activated above lesion level during central activation.

Metabolism
We found no di�erences between the groups in
lipolytic rate in spite of an inability to activate
lipolysis by centrally mediated SNS stimulations in
SCI subjects. The activation of lipolysis during
peripheral a�erent stimulation, together with the signs
of rather frequent episodes of stimulations may play a
compensatory role for the inability to activate lipolysis
by a central command. Furthermore it may be of
importance during physical exercise and athletics.
Induction of an autonomic dysre¯exia reaction, so
called `boosting', is commonly used by SCI athletes46

and improved results especially during long-distance

Table 3 Lipolysis during autonomic dysre¯exia. Glycerol
mmol.l71

Rest
Autonomic
dysre¯exia P

Interstitial glycerol
above lesion level

Interstitial glycerol
below lesion level

Plasma glycerol

113+10

89+12

91+8

126+42

135+21

123+16

n.s.

50.05

50.05

Values are mean+SEM; n.s., not signi®cant

Table 4 Body composition

SCI Controls P

n
Age
Weight (kg)
LBM (kg)
% lean total body
% fat tissue
total
arms
legs
trunk

10
39
77.1
47.7
66

32
26
33
32

10
33
79.4
60.2
76

21
20
20
21

n.s.
n.s.

50.01
50.01

50.01
50.01
50.01
50.01

Table 5 Sympathetic function

Resting Mental stress Resting
Bladder

percussion
SCI Control SCI Control SCI SCI

Total body NA spillover pmol.min71

Arm NA spillover pmol.min 100 g71

Leg NA spillover pmol.min 100 g71

Arterial NA nmol.l71

Leg NA clearance ml.min71 100 g71

2163
1.56
0.22
1.29
0.36

2826
1.58
0.23
1.26
0.37

2646
2.73a,b

70.16
1.37

3783a,b

1.71
0.41a,b

1.46

2526
1.92
0.06
1.37

3999
1.78
0.90b

2.55b

aSigni®cant di�erence between groups, P50.05; bsigni®cant di�erence between rest-stimuli within groups, P50.05
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races are reported. `Boosting' is accompanied by
increased NA levels.47 Our investigations suggest an
increased supply of substrates for metabolism during
`boosted' conditions.

The atrophy of lean body mass in denervated
regions was partly replaced by an increase in adipose
tissue mass. It is known that visceral adipose tissue
accumulation is more strongly associated with
increased CVD risk.48 The exact location of adipose
tissue accumulation is not determinable by the DEXA-
scanning method since this technique does not
separate subcutaneous adipose tissue from visceral or
inter- or intra-muscular depots. Atrophic muscles seem
to be replaced by fat also in other neuromuscular
disturbances.49 Animal studies suggest a role of
sympathetic denervation in adipose tissue growth.50

However, in SCI subjects, fat depots are not
denervated only decentralised; therefore the above
®nding50 is presumably not totally applicable. Further-
more, the unchanged fat cell size and lack of di�erence
in lipolytic activity in decentralised regions argue
against a decreased sympathetic activity as the main
cause of adipose tissue accumulation.

The oral glucose tolerance test revealed a normal
glucose tolerance, but the SCI subjects needed a higher
p-insulin to maintain normoglycaemia; ie they were
insulin resistant. However, unexpectedly this was not
demonstrated during the normoglycaemic, hyperinsu-
linaemic clamp. The activation of the adrenal medulla
in the sibling group may be part of the explanation,
since adrenaline is known to decrease insulin
sensitivity,51 that is both groups exhibited insulin
resistance. Furthermore, others have reported de-
creased insulin sensitivity in tetraplegic subjects
during insulin clamp.52

It may be speculated that the frequent activation of
lipolysis during peripheral a�erent stimulations, may
contribute to the generation of insulin resistance
among SCI subjects. Furthermore the alterations in
body composition following SCI may make the group
more susceptible to the negative e�ects of FFA release.
The combination of a higher fat content and reduced
skeletal muscle mass may result in even more
pronounced competition between FFA and glucose
oxidation. The alterations in body composition
following a spinal cord injury also a�ect muscle
morphology, and resembles alterations in obese
subjects.53 Muscle ®bre area is decreased by 40%,
type I ®bres are very rare in paralysed regions and
there is an alteration from insulin sensitive Type IIA
®bres to less insulin sensitive type IIB ®bres.52 The
insulin mediated glucose uptake in denervated muscles
in SCI subjects has been investigated in vitro, and was,
however, found to be normal.52 A clear relationship
between the reduction in lean body mass and
amplitude of impaired insulin sensitivity has been
demonstrated.52

Some data in the present studies indicate that
changes occur with respect to age and duration of
injury. We found a positive correlation between age

and p-insulin levels in both groups, whereas there was
a negative correlation between duration of injury and
basal venous p-NA in SCI subjects. This may indicate
an ongoing peripheral denervation. Whether this also
implies a decreased frequency of peripheral activation
of SNS is not known.

Sympathetic function
Sympathetic nerves below lesion level were readily
activated during bladder stimulation. Vasoconstriction
was induced in leg muscle and skin and NA spillover
increased markedly. The increase in leg NA spillover
during bladder percussion was in the same magnitude
as the increase during mental stress in control subjects
(see Figure 2). Several factors such as increased blood
¯ow,54 nerve ®ring rate or nerve density55 are known to
increase NA spillover. None of these seem to have
contributed to the NA spillover rise in decentralised
leg, since blood ¯ow actually decreased, and nerve
®ring rate is reported to be low even during bladder
stimulation.29,30

The marked increase in leg NA spillover appears
contradictory to the ®ndings during microneuro-
graphic registrations, where skin and muscle sympa-
thetic nerves showed a very sparse activity below
lesion level both at baseline and during bladder
stimulation.29,30 Receptor supersensitivity has been
discussed and also indicated in tetraplegics receiving
NA-infusion.56 However, the exaggerated blood
pressure response in the latter study was interpreted
to be due to inability of baroreceptor modulation.
Skin sympathetic nerve endings57 and platelet alfa-
adrenoceptor number are normal in tetraplegic
subjects.58 These facts, together with our ®nding of a
15-fold increase in leg NA spillover, may indicate that
receptor supersensitivity is not inevitably needed to
explain the dysre¯exia reaction. Maybe an altered
amount of transmitter release per nerve impulse might

Figure 2 Leg NA spillover during rest and bladder
percussion in SCI subjects (®lled symbols) and during rest
and mental stress in control subjects (open symbols)
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explain the discrepancy between microneurographic
and leg NA kinetic determinations. Furthermore,
animal experiment have shown a clear increase in
renal sympathetic nerve activity during autonomic
dysre¯exia.59

The autonomic dysre¯exia reaction is presumably
mediated via a spinal re¯ex arc. Whether this re¯ex arc
is created or just exaggerated by spinal cord lesion is
not known. Animal studies have revealed alterations in
preganglionic sympathetic nerves in the medulla.
Experimental spinal cord injury is associated with
degeneration of sympathetic nerves, followed by signs
of sprouting and new synapse formation above as well
as below lesion level.59 ± 61 This remodelling of SNS in
the spinal cord may contribute by adding new
synapses that spreads the reaction.

Total body and regional NA spillover were the same
in SCI subjects and controls at baseline, in spite of
decentralisation. One possible explanation for this
unexpected ®nding may be the increase in NA
spillover demonstrated during peripheral a�erent
stimulation, and the signs of rather frequent episodes
seen during the 24 h continuous NA monitoring. The
relatively sparse contribution from lower parts of the
body to total body NA spillover, visualised among
able-bodied,44 may constitute another part of the
explanation. However, the lack of di�erence in total
body NA spillover is divergent to a previous ®nding
by Krum et al62 who showed a lower total body NA
spillover in SCI subjects. There were di�erences in
lesion levels that may imply intact SNS innervation of
the heart and the lungs in the present group in
contrast to the group investigated by Krum et al.62

NA spillover from heart and lungs constitutes about
6%63 and 30%64 respectively of total body NA
spillover in able-bodied. Centrally mediated SNS
stimulation resulted in an elevated MAP in SCI
subjects, mainly through an increase in heart rate in
contrast to previous ®ndings24. The discrepancy may
be explained by an intact heart innervation in the
present group contrary to the study group investigated
by Corbett.24 The ®nding of a greater increase in heart
rate and in arm NA spillover in SCI subjects than in
control is interesting and indicate altered sympathetic
function also above lesion level.

The basis of the present investigations was the
notion of SCI subjects exhibiting insulin resistance in
combination with a low sympathetic activity. Our
studies con®rmed the insulin resistant state in the SCI
subjects but they did not present a low sympathetic
activity. SNS was not activated by centrally mediated
stimulations and this may be of importance in glucose
counter-regulation, during stress and physical activity.
However, peripheral a�erent stimulation showed that
the decentralised sympathetic nerves are intact and
possible to activate. Metabolically this may serve as a
compensatory mechanism during for instance exercise.
A pathophysiological role may be suspected since
repeat episodes of activation of lipolysis may
contribute to the insulin resistance.

The marked NA spillover above lesion level during
mental stress and below lesion level during autonomic
dysre¯exia indicate an altered sympathetic function
above as well as below lesion level following spinal
cord injury.

The present ®ndings also have clinical implications.
Attention must be paid to the fact that even lean SCI
subjects may exhibit metabolic alterations that
necessitates investigation and treatment. Furthermore,
the tendency to induce metabolic alterations associated
with cardiovascular risk factors adds a further
indication for treatment of underlying causes of
autonomic dysre¯exia. The present data also empha-
sise the importance of a proper and active rehabilita-
tion of the group as a mean of reducing risk factors for
the main cause of death, cardiovascular disease.
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